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Abstract. An efficient technique for migrating the synchronization operations 
is proposed. This technique rewrites the original statements, Send_Signal(S)to 
be moved up and Wait_Signal(S, i -  d) to be moved down, or rearranges the 
sequence of statements or the position of array element in a synchronization 
region by data dependence analysis to migrate the synchronization operations. 
Theorems show that the migration of synchronization operation can reduce the 
parallel execution time of loop significantly. Perfect benchmarks are employed 
to measure the system performance after migration. Experimental result shows 
that the enhancement is very significant. 
Keywords. Code migration, Data dependence, LBD, LFD, Synchronization, 
Synchronization region 

1 Introduction 

Data dependences between different loop iterations are called loop-carried 
dependence, DOACROSS loop [4]. According to the statistics [2], the DOACROSS 
loops are significant parallelism sources, but not yet fully exploited. If a 
DOACROSS loop is executed sequentially, the system performance degrades 
seriously. To enforce the loop-carried dependences, synchronization instructions to 
coordinate data accesses from different processors are needed. There have been some 
works on multiprocessor data synchronization for DOACROSS loop. These include 
three kinds of data synchronization instructions [3]: 1) statement-oriented 
instructions such as P/V operations on semaphores, Lock~Unlock in the Cray XMP, 
Advance~Wait in [5], Set/Wait and Send~Wait in [10], Post~Wait in [11], 2) process- 
oriented instructions proposed in [3], and 3) data-oriented instruction such as 
Full~Empty tag scheme in HEP, integer-key scheme in the Cedar machine [1], 
synch_read and synch_write in [8]. For the data-oriented schemes, the 
synchronization operations are maintained during the memory accesses. These 
schemes incur a heavy memory space and initialization overhead. For the statement- 
level synchronization scheme, there exists a performance enhancement which is not 
yet exploited by all current synchronization schemes. 

The basic approach for synchronization operation insertion is as follows: 
1) generate a send statement immediately following dependence source S in the 
program text: Send Signal(S), and 
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2) generate a wait statement immediately before dependence sink S': Wait_Signal(S, i 
- d), where d is dependence distance and i - d is iteration number. 

For example, there exists three dependences, A[I] and B[I], inside the iteration in 
Fig. l(a). Synchronization operation insertion is not needed in this case but the 
executing sequence can not be changed. On the other hand, there are two loop- 
carried dependences in Fig. l(a). Array elements A[I] in statement S and A[I-1] in 
statement S i exist a flow dependence with distance 1. Similarly, array elements B[I] 

in statement S and B[I-2] in statement S k exist an anti-dependence with distance 2. 

In order to maintain the correct execution, synchronization operations 
Send_Signal(S), Wait_Signal(S, I - 1 ) ,  and Wait_Signal(S, I - 2 )  are inserted 
immediately after statement S, before statement S i, and before statement S k 

respectively. The synchronization operation insertion is shown in Fig. l(b). It is 
possible to migrate Wait_Signal down and Send_Signal up. For example, an array 
element can be converted into several three address codes. The corresponding three 
address codes of the statements in Fig. l(b) are shown in Fig. 2. Observing Fig. l(b), 
Wait_Signal(S, I - 1 )  is inserted for the dependence sink A[I-1]; however, 
Wait_Signal(S, I - 1 )  has nothing to do with array elements Eli]  and A[I] in 
statement S i. And array elements A[I-1], E[I], and A[I] are 'read' operation. 

Therefore, we can interchange the sequence of these elements. If the three address 
codes of array element A[I-1] is migrated after array elements E[I] and A[I], then 
Wait_Signal(S, I - 1 )  can be moved down. Evidence shows that the system 
performance is improved if Send_Signal can be migrated up or Wait_Signal can be 
migrated down. We had proposed an migration technique at instruction level to 
migrate Send_Signal up or Wait_Signal down [8, 9]. In this paper, we propose 
alternate techniques by moving synchronization operations at statement level to 
enhance the system performance. 

D O I =  1, 100 
Si: B[I] = A[I-1] - E[I] *A[I] 

Sj: D[I] = E[I] + A[I] 

Sk: B[I-21 = C[I] + E[I-2] 

S: A[I] = B[U + 61I-3] * H[U 
END DO 

(a) an example of Do loop 
Fig.! 

DOACROSS I = 1, 100 
Wa~_Signal(S, I - 1) 

Si: B[I] = A[I-1] - E[I] * A[I] 

Sj: D[I] = E[I] + A[I] 

Wait_Signal(S, l -  2) 
Sk: B[I-21 = C[I] + E[I-2] 

S: A[I]= B[I] + G[I-3] * H[I] 
Send-Signal(S) 

ENDDO 
(b) synchronization operation 

insertion in (a) 
Synchronization operation insertion in a loop 
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2 Related Work 
The performance enhancement by migrating the synchronization operation is not 
discussed in any paper except [8]. In [8], we had proposed an efficient and intelligent 
migration technique. In this paper, an alternate efficient migration technique will be 
proposed. 

The related theorems of code migration had made in [8]. Here, we only list the 
results with LFD and LBD cases. 
Theorem 1: For a LFD loop, assume that the Send_Signal is at position i, and the 
Wait_Signal is at position j. (1) The parallel execution time of LFD loop is equal to 
the number of instructions in an instruction. (2) If Wait_Signal is moved down from 
j toj', the parallel execution time will be reduced by 0 time units. ( j  < j ' )  
Theorem 2: For a LBD loop, assume the Send_Signal is at position i, Wait_Signal is 
at position j, and the average distance is d. (1) the parallel execution time before 

n 

migration is L-~J*(i-j+l), where n > d (2) If Send_Signal is moved up to the position 

n 
i', the parallel execution time of loop will be reduced by /~ ' J* ( i  - i') time units, 

where i > i' > j (3) If Wait__Signal is moved down to the position j', the parallel 

n 

execution time of loop will be reduced by Ld-/*(J - f )  time units, where i > j' > j. 

Theorem 3: For any n dependence distances dl, d 2 ..... d n with N iterations in a loop, 

where N = i * LCM(dl, d 2 ..... dn), and i is a positive integer, the critical path which 

leads to the maximal parallel execution time in a loop only consists of a dependence 
distance. 

Theorem 1 shows that the migration of synchronization operation in a LFD loop 
does not affect its parallel execution time. From the discussion above, the parallel 
execution time of LFD loop is always smaller than the parallel execution time of 
LBD loop. Therefore, the performance enhancement is achieved if LBD can be 
converted into LFD. From theorem 2, the more Send_Signal is moved up or 
Wait_Signal is moved down, the less the parallel execution time. Theorem 3 is very 
important, it tells that the parallel execution time is only formed by a dependence 
distance d i, and this means that we need not migrate all LBDs. When the 

synchronization operation in the critical path is reduced by means of code migration, 
the parallel execution time can be improved. 

3 Code Migration Technique 

Now, we propose techniques to move Send_Signal up and WaitSignal down. We 
discuss them in several aspects. First, we propose an algorithm to deal with the 
migration between statements. The parallel execution time is minimum if a LBD can 
be converted into a LFD. However, if LBD still exists after migration between 
statements, then migration in a statement is executed. For the migration in a 
statement, we describe how to rewrite statement to improve the system performance. 
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Finally, an advanced performance improvement is done by moving some array 
elements, which have not any dependence relation, out of the range between 
Send_Signal and its corresponding Wait_Signal. 

3.1 Migration between Statements 

The executing sequence of two statements S 1 and S 2 can be exchanged if there do not 

exist any dependence among their elements in the same iteration. For example, 
statements S and its corresponding Send_Signal(S) in Fig. 1 (b) can precede 
statements S k and its corresponding Wait_Signal(S, I -  2) because all array elements 

in statements S and S k do not depend on each other in the same iteration. Though 

array elements B[1-] and B[I-2] have a loop-carried dependence, they do not depend 
on each other in the same iteration. After exchanging statements S and S k, the 

dependence relation for array elements B[II and B[I-2] is converted from LBD into 
LFD. According to theorem 2, the parallel execution time for LFD is minimum. 
Similarly, we try to exchange statements S and Sj; however, the exchanging fails 

because there exists an anti-dependence, A[I], in the same iteration. On the other 
hand, statements S i and Sj have not any dependence in the same iteration. Therefore, 

statements S i and its corresponding Wait_Signal(S, I -  1) can be interchanged with 

statement Sj. This leads to Wait_Signal(S, I - 1 )  to be moved down, and the 

performance enhancement is finished. The result of code migration is shown in Fig. 
2. Now, we propose a technique to do migration between statements. Assuming the 
corresponding number of instructions for each statement is known. 
Definition: For a backward data dependence Si~I~Sj, the contiguous instructions from 

a Send_Signal(S i) to its corresponding Wait_Signal(Si, I -  d) is called a backward 

synchronization region SR(SiSI~Sj), the notation for the corresponding parallel 

execution time of SR(SiS13Sj) is T(SiSI~Sj), and the number of instruction in SR(SiSI~ 

sj) is rq(si psj). 
Definition: For a backward data dependence Sifil~Sj, an instruction I ~ SR(Si~S j) 

iff it belongs to the synchronization region SR(SiSI3Sj). 

By (1) of theorem 2, the parallel execution time of T(SiSI3S j) is 
n 

T(Si~Sj )  = La-J* N(Si~Sj)  + l (1) 

Observing (1), T(SiS~Sj) will increase if N(SiS~Sj) becomes large. Therefore, if 

S i, dependence source, is moved to S i, which is in a backward synchronization 

region SR(SkSI~S1), then T(SkSI~S1) will increase, and the migration of S i is useless 

if T(Si,8~Sj) > T(SiS[sSj). Conversely, if S i, does not belong to any synchronization 
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region, then the migration succeeds because it never increase the parallel execution 
time of any synchronization operation. After S i is moved up to Si,, its corresponding 

Send_Signal(Si) is moved immediately following Si,. Similarly, dependence sink Sj 

and its corresponding Wait_Signal(S, I -  d) are to be moved down. 
The algorithm for migrating statements is shown in algorithm 1. In this 

algorithm, all backward synchronization regions are found firstly. According to 
theorem 3, the synchronization region which has the largest parallel execution time 
is selected to be migrated. For a migration of SendSignal, the migration succeeds if 
it is not moved into any backward synchronization region and there is not any 
dependence relation; however, if i t  is moved into one or more backward 
synchronization regions SR(SkS[3S1), the parallel execution time for all SR(SkS~S 1) 

need be recalculated. If any SR(SkS[3SI) is larger than SR(SiSI3Sj), the migration 

fails. Conversely, the migration for Wait_Signal is similar to Send_Signal. Code 
migration is continued until each parallel execution time of synchronization region is 
smaller than the current maximal parallel execution time. Assuming array elements 
A[I], B[I], C[I], D[II, and H[I] in Fig. 1 (b) each is two instructions, array elements 
A[I-1], B[I-2], E[I-2], and G[I-3] each is translated into 3 instructions, and each 
operation needs 1 instruction. For simplicity, assuming each synchronization 
operation is corresponding to one instruction. In Fig. 1 (b), there are two LBDs 
whose dependence distances are 1 and 2. According to (1) of theorem 2, the parallel 
execution time for distance of 2 is 50x(1+3+2+3+2+2+2+3+2+3+1) = 1200 time 
units, and the parallel execution time for distance of 1 is 100x 
(1+2+3+2+2+3+2+2+2+2+1+3+2+3+2+2+2+3+2+3+1) = 4500 time units. 
Therefore, the parallel execution time in Fig. 1 (b) is 4500 time units. On the other 
hand, there exist one LBD and one LFD in Fig. 2. From (1) of theorem 1, the 
parallel execution time for LFD is 42 time units; however, the parallel execution 
time for LBD in Fig. 2 is (2+2+2+2)+100x 
(1+2+3+2+2+3+2+2+2+2+2+2+3+2+3+1)+1+(3+2+3+2)=2619 time units. 
Therefore, the parallel execution time in Fig. 2 is 2619 time units. There are 1881 
time units improvement. As shown in the example, the performance enhancement 
after code migration is significant. 

3. 2 Migration in a Statement 

In this section we discuss how to migrate synchronization operations in a statement. 
Let fn(Ct) be an expression with n operands, op is an operator and there are n 

dimension in a loop. 
1) Migration of Send_Signal 
Send_Signal can not precede its corresponding dependence source; otherwise, the 
processor waiting for the corresponding Send_Signal might access a stale data. Let 
array element Asr c be a dependence source. 

Case 1: Asr c is on the right-hand side of ':='. 
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B[1 := Asrc[/op fn(~) 
Send_Signal 

In order to move Send_Signal up, these two statements can be rewritten as 
Temp[i 1 ..... i n] := Asrc[] 
Send_Signal 
B[] := Temp[i 1 ..... i n] op fn(a) 

DOACROSS I = 1,100 
Sj: D[I] = E[I] + A[I] 

Wait_Signal(S, I -  1) 
Si: B[I] = A[I-1] -E[I] * A[I] 

S: A[I] = B[I] + G[I-3] * H[I] 
Send_Signal(S) 
Wait Signal(S, 1 -  2) 

Sk: B[I-2] = C[I] + Eli-2] 

END DO 

Fig. 2 After migration between 
statements for Fig. 1 (b) 

DOACROSS I = 1,100 
Sj: D[I] = E[I] + A[I] 

Temp[I] = A[I-1] -E[I] * A[I] 
Wait_Signal(S, I -  1) 

Si: B[I]= A[I-1] -Temp[I] 

S: A[I] = B[I] + G[I-3] * n[I] 
Send_Signal(S) 
Wait_Signal(S, I -  2) 

Sk: B[I-2] = C[I] + E[I-2] 

END DO 
Fig. 3 After migration in a statement 

for Fig. 2 

Algorithm 1: Migration_between_statements 
1. Calculate the parallel execution time of all backward synchronization 

regions in the program; 
2. For the backward synchronization region SR(SiSI~Sj) whose T(SiS~Sj) 

is maximal do 
2.1 moving S i up to S i, by dependence analysis 

if S i, �9 SR(SkS~SI) , k ~ i and I ~j  then 

{recalculated the parallel execution time, T'(SkS~lS1), of SR(SkS~SI) 

if T'(SkSI~S1) _> T(SiS~Sj) then migration falls; quit; } 

moving Send_Signal(Si) immediately following Si; 

2.2 moving Sj down to S j, by dependence analysis 

if Sj, ~ SR(SkS~SI), k ~ i and 1Cj then 

{recalculated the parallel execution time, T'(SkS~S1), of SR(SkS~S 1) 

if T'(Sk~iS1) > T(SiSI3Sj) then migration fails; quit; } 

moving Wait_Signal(Si, I - d) immediately preceding Sj 

3. Recalculated the parallel execution time, Tnew(), of SR(SiSI3Sj); 

4. If there exists synchronization region whose parallel execution time is 
larger than Tnew( ) and is not migrated then goto step 2; 
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After rewriting, Send_Signal is moved across fn(tX). According to (2) of theorem 

2, the performance is e~flaanced. This technique creates an extra true dependence for 
Temp[i 1 ... . .  in]; however, this dependence is not a loop-carried dependence and can 

be resolved with hardware such as pipeline technique. 
Case 2: Asr c is on the left-hand side of ':='. For such case, Send_Signal can not be 

moved up because array element Asrc[ ] is placed at the last position of three address 

code. 
2) Migration of Wait_Signal 

In order to maintain order dependence, Wait_Signal can not be behind its 
corresponding dependence sink; otherwise, the processor waiting for the 
corresponding Send_Signal always accesses the dependence sink without suspending. 
Let Ash k be a dependence sink. 

Case l: Ash k is on the right-hand side of ':=L 

Wait_Signal 
B[] := Asnk[ ] op fn(tX) 

In order to move Wait_Signal down, these two statements can be rewritten as 
Temp[i I ..... i n] := fn(tX) 

Wait_Signal 
B[] := Temp[i 1 ..... i n] op Asnk[] 

For such arrangement, Wait_Signal can be moved after fn(tX). According to (3) of 

theorem 2, the parallel execution time of loop will be reduced. 
Case 2: Asn k is on the left-hand side of ':='. 

Wait_Signal 
Asnk [] :-- fm(tX) 

In order to move Wait_Signal down, these two statements can be rewritten as 
Temp[i I ..... i n] := fm(tX) 

Wait_Signal 
Asnk[] := Temp[i I ..... i n] 

For such case, Wait_Signal can be moved after fm(tX). According to (3) of 

theorem 2, the performance is enhanced. 
3) Migration of multiple dependence source~sink 

An array element is called multiple dependence source/sink if it is both a 
dependence source and a dependence sink. Let Asrc/sn k be a multiple dependence 

source/sink. 
Case 1: Asrc/sn k is on the right-hand side of ':='. 

Wait_Signal 
D[] := Asrc/snk[] op fn(tX) 
Send_Signal 
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For such case, either Send_Signal or Wait_Signal can be migrated. This is similar 
to case 1 of migration of Send_Signal or Wait_Signal respectively. If we move 
Send_Signal up, these three statements can be rewritten as 

Wait_Signal 
Temp[] := Asrc/snk[ ] 
Send_Signal 
D[] := Temp[] Ol) fn(Ct) 

If we move Wait_Signal down, these three statements can be rewritten as 

Temp[] := fn(O0 

Wait_Signal 
D[] := Asrc/snk[ ] op  Temp[] 

Send_Signal 
According to theorem 2, the performance is also enhanced. 

Case 2: Asrc/sn k is on the left-hand side of ':='. 

For such case, Send_Signal can not be moved up. Therefore, Wait_Signal is to be 
moved down and this is similar to case 2 of migration of Wait_Signal. 
For example, the loop in Fig. 2 can be migrated as shown in Fig. 3 by applying case 
2 of Wait_Signal migration. From theorem 2, the parallel execution time in Fig. 3 is 
8 + 12 + 100x(1+2+3+2+2+2+2+3+2+3+1)+ 1 + 10=-2331 time units. 

DOACROSS I = 1,100 
sy DII]= EI]] + All] 

Temp[I] = A[I-1] -E[I] * A[I] 
Templ[I] = G[I-3] * H[I] 
Wait_Signal(S, I -  1) 

Si: B[I] = A[I-1] -Temp[I] 

S: A[I] = B[I] + Templ[I] 
Send_Signal(S) 
Watt_Signal(S, I -  2) 

Sk: B[I-2] = C[I] + E[I-2] 

END DO 
Fig. 4 After moving independent out of the synchronization region for Fig. 3 

3.3 Advanced Migration Techniques: Redundant Element Elimination 

From the discussion in Section 2, the performance is improved if Send_Signal is 
moved up or Wait_Signal is moved down. In other word, the performance will be 
improved if the number of array element in the synchronization becomes small. 
Therefore, we try to reduce the number of array element in the synchronization 
region. Basically, an array element canbe migrated to a new position if there is not 
any dependence in the same iteration between the old and new position. An array 
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element in the synchronization region is redundant if this element can be moved out 
of that region. A statement that has a dependence sink will not have any redundant 
array elements after performing migration in a statement. For the other statements in 
the synchronization region, we need to check redundant dement statement by 
statement. For example, statement Sj in Fig. 3 is the statement which exists a 

dependence sink A[I-1]. Therefore, there is not any redundant element in this 
statement. However, statement S in Fig. 3 has two redundant array elements G[I-3] 
and H[I]. We can migrate them out of the synchronization region shown in Fig. 4. 
G[I-3] * H[I] is replaced by a new temporary array element Tempi[l]. After such 
arrangement, the parallel execution time is reduced as 1940 time units. 

4 E x p e r i m e n t a l  Resu l t s  

4.1 Benchmark and Statistical Model 

The Perfect Benchmarks (PERFormance Evaluation for Cost-effective 
Transformations) is a suite of 13 FORTRAN 77 programs [7]. In this section, we use 
nine of the Perfect Benchmarks to make a statistics of dependence position. In these 
statistics, we apply Parafrase compiler to detect the loops which cannot be executed 
in parallel. The statistic model is constructed as follows. First, we use Parafrase 
compiler to convert a benchmark (*.f) into parallel source code (*.gen). Then, we 
extract DO loops which cannot be parallelized by Parafrase from the parallel source 
code. Chen and Yew [2] measured the contributions of individual restructuring 
techniques. The transformations examined are recurrence replacement, synchronized 
DOACROSS loops, induction variable substitution, scalar expansion, forward 
substitution, reduction statements, loop interchanging, and strip-mining. 
Surprisingly enough, the restructuring techniques have little effect on the speed of 
the codes. There are a few exceptions, however. Of all the restructuring techniques 
examined, scalar expansion had the greatest effect on performance of the codes. 
Reduction replacement is another transformation that significantly improves the 
performance of several codes. 

According to their measurement, we use scalar expansion, reduction replacement, 
and induction variable substitution to convert a do loop into DOACROSS loop. And 
then we insert synchronization operations to execute DOACROSS loop in parallel, 
Similarly, synchronization operations are also inserted into the original DOACROSS 
loop. Then, an evaluator is constructed to collect some information about the position 
of each dependence event. 

4.2 Statistical Results 

According to the statistics in [7], there are 6 types of DOACROSS loop. These types 
are control dependence, anti-output dependence, induction variable, reduction 
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operation, simple subscript expression and others that are not included in the above 
categories. Now, we explain some statistics gathered by using types 3 (induction 
variable), 4 (reduction operation), 5 (simple subscript expression), and part of type 6. 
First, we want to see the percentage of flow, anti-, and output dependences. These 
are listed in table 1. From this table, flow dependence is the major dependence type 
(90%) because reduction replacement is always converted as a flow dependence. 
Then we want to know the percentage of LBD and LFD. This measurement is listed 
in table 2. In this table, we find that benchmarks FLQ52, BDNA, TRFD, QCD, and 
TRACK are all LBD. The percentage of LBD is about to 95%. From the discussion 
above, we find that almost all dependences are flow LBD type of dependence. The 
flow dependence cannot be eliminated by any current compiler technique such as 
scalar renaming. On the other hand, LBD is the major factor for increasing the 
parallel execution time. These statistics display that code migration is necessary for 
the DOACROSS loop on the multiprocessor system. 

Now, we investigate the migrating potential of code migration. Basically, a 
dependence source and its corresponding sink can be in the same statement or in 
different statements. If a dependence source and its corresponding sink are in the 
same statement, then the statement can not be converted from LBD into LFD. But, it 
is possible to reduce the parallel execution time by migrating Send_Signal up or 
Wait_Signal down. The number of array element between two array elements is 
named distance. For a dependence with LBD and flow dependence, migration at 
statement level can migrate Wait__Signal near the dependence source with distance 2. 
The statistics about dependence in a statement are listed in table 3. In this table, we 
find that benchmark ARC2D has the largest number of dependences in a statement. 
The average distance of a dependence source and its corresponding dependence sink 
in a statement is 3.2. Assuming each loop has 100 iterations, and each array element 
has 3 corresponding instructions whose numbers are minimum, the improved 
percentage for migration in a statement at statement level is as listed in Fig. 5. 
Benchmark MDG has significant improvement because reduction replacement is the 
major source of loop in MDG. The average improvement at statement level in a 
statement is 37.4%. 

Now, we investigate the improved percentage in migration between statements. 
According to tables 4 and 5, we know the percentage for the dependence between 
statements is 30.5%. Benchmarks ARC2D, MDG, ADM, and SPEC77 contain this 
kind of dependence. Finally, we investigate the improved percentage for migration 
between statements with redundant element elimination. The total distance between 
statements of each benchmark is listed in table 4. Among these benchmarks, 
SPEC77 has the largest distance between statements, which means that SPEC77 will 
have a significantly improved percentage. After migration, the distance between 
statements is as listed in table 4. We find that benchmark SPEC77 has a significant 
improvement (98.4%), while the others get about 50% ~ 80% improvement. The 
position of a Src in benchmark SPEC77 is far away from its corresponding Snk; 
therefore, a significant performance enhancement is carried out. The improved 
percentage for migration between statements at instruction level is listed in Fig. 5. 
This figure displays that there is 80.4% improvement for the migration between 
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statements with redundant element elimination. In summary, the improvement for 
migration at statement level is as shown in Fig. 5. The average improvement is about 
to 62.9%. 
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5 Conclusion 
We have proposed an efficient technique to enhance the system performance. The 
enhancement can be easily implemented by rewriting the original statement or 
migrating the statement sequence by dependence analysis. All cases for migration in 
a statement are considered and a better rewriting form is proposed. An algorithm is 
developed for the migration between statements. Finally, the redundant array 
elements are moved out of the synchronization region. The major feature of 
migration at statement levels is that it never increases the parallel execution time 
during statement migration. Experimental result shows that these techniques can 
reduce the overhead of synchronization operation significantly. 
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